Reconstruction for lower extremity limb salvage in soft tissue carcinoma.
Limb salvage procedures for the lower extremity have a 95% success rate and have essentially supplanted primary amputation as the primary treatment for limb-threatening malignancies. En bloc tumor resection involving major neural and vascular structures that once led to amputation are now successfully reconstructed using free-tissue transfer in combination with neoadjuvant and adjuvant chemoradiation therapies and brachytherapy. Planning for reconstruction of complex lower extremity wounds begins at the time of diagnosis and extends to postoperative rehabilitation. Developing a successful reconstructive plan requires a team approach with accurate assessment of the anticipated loss of critical structures, wound location, defect size, and an understanding of the local and distant tissues available for reconstruction. Comprehensive assessment of the anticipated wound combined with an understanding of the distant and local tissues available for reconstruction allows the reconstructive surgeon to select tissues from the entire body that have improved functional and aesthetic outcomes for patients.